Peer Edit for Exploration / Analysis (New IA 2017)
Author Name: _______________________________________________ (full name)
Editor Name: ________________________________________________ (full name)
What is the research question for this lab? Please write it here:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

What grade (out of 6) would you give just the EXPLORATION section (best fit approach) of this lab? ________

What grade (out of 6) would you give just the ANALYSIS section (best fit approach) of this lab? ________

Based on the rubric above, write comments to the author. Try to provide detailed suggestions regarding:
a. RESEARCH QUESTION (Focused? Clear? IB level?)

b. BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Relevant? Shows physics knowledge? Anything beyond SL? Citations?

c. METHODOLOGY (Detailed enough to be repeatable? Good work to make trials consistent with control
variables? Sufficient data? Relevant safety / ethical issues addressed?)

d. DATA (Qualitative / Qualitative data appropriate RQ, Trials show consistency and precision? Uncertainties
complete and present in both raw and processed?

e. GRAPHS (Reveal trends? Meaningful Slope? Error bars appropriate? Max and min lines appropriate?)

At the end of reading the report, answer the following questions.
a. Do you understand what the data shows?

Yes

Somewhat

b. Is there a clearer way to present this data?

Yes

No

No

(circle one)

(circle one)

Suggestions:

c. Does the processed data answer the research Question?
Explain:

Yes

Somewhat

No
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